M20	LITERARY COMPANION
As in Updike s earlier novels the details of
everyday life are beautifully captured but here
his central characters ire rather flatly drawn
CONTEMPORARY NOVEL.
deaf and dumb nonaseiianan piopnetress who
loves and accepts people for themselves and
avoids making any attempt to manipulate or
coerce them
This novel is a development from Trevor k
early bizarre comedies The Old Smis 19C4 The
Boarding House 1965 and The Love Department
1966 (all P) Like them it is written with delight
fal elegance and precision but whereas in the
earlier books Trevor sometimes seemed a rather
callous observer of humanity In Mrs Ecf dorf in
0 Ncitl s SoteZ he imparts a sense of sympathetic
understanding of even his least attractive charac
ters
 Sech   A SooL    1970
Like Halamuds Pwtwea of Fidel man (<iv)
which it palely resembles parts of this book have
already appeared as short stones Bech the
protagonist is a writer on a cultural tour and each
chapter finds him in a different country However
Updike seems to have taken small pains to co
ordinate these stones and although parts of the
book are amusing the total impression is of a
rather careless pot boiler
 
John Updike (b 1032)
Updike a novelist and short story writer from
Penns-vrvania has a genuine and congenial talent
for recreating the atmo'sphere and dally life of
rural New England His early ambition, was to
be a painter and he retains an artists eye for
precise visual detail but unlike Jane Austen
another miniaturist of country life Updike
seeniB to lack a sense of his own limitations as a
novelist He sometimes spoils his work by
decorates it with superfluous symbols and fails
when he ventures outside the rural American
scene which is the source of his inspiration
The Poorhouse Fmr    1958   P
Set in an old people s home on the day of its
annual fair this short novel creates i vivid
impression of life in the poorhou^e and of the
characters of its inmates and its unimaginative
and ambitious young director
Eabbit Rim    1960    P
Attwentj six Babbit Angstrom still lives in
the imaginative world of his schoolboy triumphs at
baseball and flees from his responsibilities to his
•wife children and mistress
Again Updike vividlj evokes the atmosphere
and scenes of his story and his rumor characters
are convincingly sketched The novel a weakness
derives from its author s ambiguous attitude
towards his protagonist
The Centaur    1B6S    P
The prize winning The Oettfaur which covers
two days in the lives of a schoolmaster and his son
displays Updike s greatest strengths and weak
nesses Alternating chapters of the narrative are
written like those of a conventional realistic novel
They are vivid and highly comic la the other
chapters all characters are referred to by names
drawn from classical myth and apart from the
two mam characters -who are always referred to
as Chiron and PrometOieus these names are incon
sistently applied and serve merely to confuse As
Arthur Mitzner has remarked the realistic sections
of the book are so well written that they cannot be
connected In any but the most sterile and
mechanical waya with this mythological super
structure
Of the Farm    1965   P
Here UpcBke reverts to the wholly realistic
manner of his early novels to evoke the tensions
which anse when -Joey accompanied by hJa new
second wife and her son visits his possessive
elderly mother who smgfehsnded runs the
family farm.
1968    P
Thte is a jad comedy of W» boredom of the hves
of a group of middle-class couples who have
Mretrea{ie4 ' to the cpunfaj- & boredom they
relfero only by sports an& frivolous sezual en
counters, and are. therefore shocked when two of
bej tar* a
Lfey
 Evelyn Waugb (1902-66)
Waugh s style is elegant and his novels are often
amusing but they are generally superficial and
marred by cruelty and distasteful snobbery A
popular writer of the 1930s he published nine
novels after the War
Tha Sword of Honour trilogy (pub m 3 vols Men
at Arms 1952 Officers aw? Gentlemen 1055 Un
conditional Surrender 1961 (all P) revised and
reissued as one book 1965)
"Waugh s best novel this chronicles the expen
ences of Guy Crouchback during the Second World
"War Crouchback welcomes the War which he
feels will give his life the direction and purpose it
has lacked since his wife deserted him. The first
two volumes of the trilogy give a convincing im
presslon of administrative incompetence during
the early stages of the War and are occasionally
very funny but they share the cruelty and
saobbery of Waugh s other writing
The third volume is much better Crouchback
a cardboard figure unfa] now comes alive and In a
moving encounter with a refugee woman is forced
to admit he became a soldier in order to evade the
difficulties of his personal life and that he and
others like Tilm were as responsible as the
enemy   for the horrors of the War
Patrick White (b 1912)
White an Australian was educated in England
where he took a degree m modern languages and
has travelled widely in Europe and America He
is the author of plays and short stones as well as
eight novels
The first of these Sawpu Valley 1939 is now
unobtainable and White seems to retard it as
worthless his second The livtrtng and (he Dead
1941 (P) ib an uneven novel much influenced by
the writing of Virginia Woolf but already dis
playing the extraordinary combination of vision
ary intensity and brilliant social comedy which
characterises his post war novels The Aunt s
Stani 1848 The Tree of Man 1955 Voss 1957
HiSen m fht CTariOt 1961 The Solid Mandate
1966 (an P) The Vimiedor 1970
lake Gelding's novels these are essentially
religious poems but whereas Golding: except to
The Spwe concentrates on man a loss of grace
White is more concerned with his experience of
awareness of the God above God who is both
immanent and mysteriously transcendent His
vision of life as reflected in these novels is similar
to that expressed by the existentialist theologian
TUUch, (v The. Courage to He Fo eta.)
White suggests that the ' couformjsm r of
civilised life Is inimical to goodness and exempli
fles this in his treatment of the suburb Sarsaparllla,
the setting of The Solid Mtwtkito and of parts of
most of his other novels one of his plays and
several stories The life of Sarsapaiilla is Pre
seated variously as comic sterile hypoeritieal
cruel and evil It Is almost always hideous nod
invariably pitiful	-^

